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Web Application Management  



Cautela Labs leverages its software as a service tools to scans all applications residing on 

your enterprise’s web servers, proxy servers, web application servers, as well as all active 

web services. The scanner crawls your entire website, analyzing each file it finds and  

displays the entire website structure. It then performs an automatic audit for common 

web security vulnerabilities by launching a series of Web attacks. Web applications are 

deconstructed on the code level to reveal potentially malicious code sequences and  

embedded scripts that could launch an attack. Cautela Labs identifies application vulner-

abilities as well as site exposure risk, ranks threat priority, produces highly graphical, intui-

tive reports, and indicates site security posture by vulnerabilities and threat level.  

Web App Vulnerability Scan  
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Web App Management 

Custom web applications are a common security 

target. Web application attacks launched on port 

80/443 bypass all firewalls, OS, and network level 

security, going directly to your installed applica-

tions and business data on your network.   

Dynamic web technologies like AJAX and applica-

tion communication delivered by SOAP or similar 

web services are also particularly vulnerable to 

malicious manipulation. In short, the more com-

plex a technology is, the more likely it can be  

hijacked to perform really intrusive, damaging  

actions. Consequently, regulatory organizations 

like PCI, FFIEC, NERC CIP, and FISMA now man-

date a company secure all web applications from 

potential attacks. Cautela Labs has developed a  

service focused specifically on this space focused 

on Web App Vulnerability Scanning and Web 

App Firewall. 
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Web Application Firewall  

It is essential for organizations to have application-layer security measures in place to  

protect Web applications as well as the underlying servers and databases that support 

them. In addition, compliance mandates now require organizations to secure their Web 

application. Cautela Labs Web Application Firewall (WAF) Management service provides 

24x7x365 management and real-time monitoring for Web application firewalls. With our 

WAF Management service, Cautela Labs ensures your WAF appliances provide the highest 

degree of protection without interrupting legitimate business traffic to and from your  

applications. All inbound and outbound application traffic including encrypted traffic 

threats is inspected blocking of inappropriate or malicious application traffic. Cautela 

Labs Security analyst provide tuning, configuration management, On-going performance, 

availability management and compliance reporting.  
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Cautela Labs, Inc. 

5080 N. 40th Street, Suite 300 

Phoenix, AZ 85018 

Phone: 800-997-8132  

Fax:      714-862-2177 

Email:  Support@Cautelalabs.com 
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